Improved open-circuit voltage in polymer/oxide-nanoarray hybrid solar cells by formation of homogeneous metal oxide core/shell structures.
Incorporation of vertically aligned nanorod/nanowire arrays of metal oxide (oxide-NAs) with a polymer can produce efficient hybrid solar cells with an ideal bulk-heterojunction architecture. However, polymer/oxide-NAs solar cells still suffer from a rather low (normally, < 0.4 V) open-circuit voltage (Voc). Here we demonstrate, for the first time, a novel strategy to improve the Voc in polymer/oxide-NAs solar cells by formation of homogeneous core/shell structures and reveal the intrinsic principles involved therein. A feasible hydrothermal-solvothermal combined method is developed for preparing homogeneous core/shell nanoarrays of metal oxides with a single-crystalline nanorod as core and the aggregation layer of corresponding metal oxide quantum dots (QDs) as shell, and the shell thickness (L) is easily controlled by the solvothermal reaction time for growing QDs on the nanorod. The core/shell formation dramatically improves the device Voc up to ca. 0.7-0.8 V depending on L. Based on steady-state and dynamic measurements, as well as modeling by space-charge-limited current method, it is found that the improved Voc originates from the up-shifted conduction band edge in the core by the interfacial dipole field resulting from the decreased mobility difference between photogenerated electrons and holes after the shell growth, which increases the energy difference between the quasi-Fermi levels of photogenerated electrons in the core and holes in the polymer for a higher Voc. Our results indicate that increasing Voc by the core/shell strategy seems not to be dependent on the kinds of metal oxides.